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Vol. I No. 2
Federal Court Grants
MCC Prison Rights
More than two years after
proceedings were initiated to
allow the Metropolitan Com—
munity Church to minister to
its member prisoners, a three
judge federal court in Calif—
ornia ruled that MCC is in—
deed a bona fide church,
The decision,
May 20, was handed down by
Judges Oliver J., Carter, Jo—
seph Smead, and William East.
At the time of. this writ—
ing, the possibility exists
that the decision will be‘ap-Q
pealed < by
eral. If this.
case will go to theSupremef
Court of the Unlted States, |
‘The suit
ginally Feb. 14
MCC _ and three
(since. paroled) ,








(Continued on page 3 )
Drag Show
Eight female impersonators
played to a full house at the
Entree Nuit June 21 to bene—
fit the Suicide Crisis Inter—
vention Center.
Pledges as well as all
tips were included in the
$600 check presented to Jes—







Performing along with Mr.
Dennis in the fourth annual
— benefit staged at the Entree
were: Lilly Christine, also
mistress of ceremonies; Mele—
na; Connie; Sandy Dale; Jo
Anne, Miss Gay Memphis; Billy
Jo; and this year‘s Miss B.J.
Lady Rae.
Bouquets of gladiolas and
chrysanthemums from Virgil
Patton decorated the tables
and bar. Shiny, patent—effect‘
strips of red, white, and
blue were used for the stage
entrance and curtains.
Although difficulties with
the sound system were experi—
enced at the beginning and
occasionally throughout the
show, the veteran performers
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Sunbathers Attacked, Man Convicted
Some 20 men wielding clubs
and baseball bats attacked
half a dozen gay and non— gay
sunbathers at Engineer‘s
Beach in Crittenden Co., Ark,.
Sunday, June 22,
Cissell F,. Clements was
convicted July 16 in West
Memphis Municipal Court on
Cover of New Memphis
The new Memphis —tele—
‘phone
'Jacross_ the city in. ‘éarly |
"July, — features "a gay. libera—.
‘ tionigt
"200thBirthday" cover.
hrs . "the — top..row of the
backcover, a young red—
haired man is shown talking
to Patrick Henry on one side
and Robert E., Lee on the
other. Pinned to his shirt
collar is a red, upside—down
directory,Adistr1butedF
Willing
on the Bell: System 8 ‘,
charges of assault and bat—




was fined $250 and sen—





























as he did two
of the cover, which is being
used on phone directories ac—
cross the nation, is New Jer—
sey artist Stanley Melzoff,
to whom we at GAIETY emphati—









Mr., Dennis received a tan—
gible thank—you when he was
presented with a bouquet of
long—stemmed red roses as he
sang his trademark, "Some—
where Over the Rainbow."
Costume choites by the
stars included many gowns and
outflts ln chlffons feathers
..................
Jessie Smith accepts $600 check for Su101de
and metallics.




















at B,J.‘s with her
”E1v1so
the her
costs by Judge Lindsey Fair—
ley, but the judge suspended
all but three months of the
jail sentence and $250 of the
fine, provided that Clements
would make full restitution
to his victims for medical
and other expenses.
Victims of the attack were
Dale Daley, Neil Killough,
and David Pritchard. Daley
and Killough received cuts,
bruises, and a bloody nose.
Killough‘s car sustained an
estimated $1,000 in damage in
broken glass and dented sheet
metal.
The Memphis trio testified
that Clements and about 20
other men had harassed and
threatened them as they walk—
ed across the beach, When
they ignored the men and got
into Killough‘s car to leave,
the gang surrounded the tiny
sub—compact, smashed its win—
dows with baseball bats, and
repeatedly struck the occu—
pants with planks, leaving
them battered and bleeding.
Explaining his behavior,
Clements said that he had
seen male nudes on the beach
"fondling each other. They
were laying on each other do—
ing things that two normal
males don‘t do." h
He admitted, though, that
he didn‘t know if the victims
of the attack were the same
people he had taken offense
at earlier,
In passing sentence, Judge
Fairley said that if Clements
had been offended by what he.
saw on one part of the beach,
he should have moved on else—
where, Since Clements didn‘ t
own the property involved,
the judge wondered who had
appointed him to monitor the
morals of those using the
sandbar,
In addition to. damaging
the Killough vehicle and as—
saulting its occupants, Cle—
ments was charged with smash—
ing the windshield of a Mer—
cury parked on the beach.
It‘s owner, who did not press
charges or appear in court,
had been sleeping in the ve—
hicle‘s front seat, but fled




total of six state wit—
nesses testified against Clo—
ments,
(Additional story on page 5 )
 
GAIETY — Page 2
Local Task Force Studies Lesbianism
 
Johnnette Shane and Mary Jo Cowart, co—coordinators of the
N.0.W. Task Force on Sexuality and Lesbianism.
"We, men and women who
hereby constitute ourselves
as the National Organization
for Women, believe that the
time has come for a new move—
ment toward true equality for
all women in America, and to—
ward a fully equal partner—
ship of the sexes, as part of
the world—wide revolution of
human rights now taking place
within and beyond our nation—
al borders."
This is the beginning sen—
tence of the N.0O.W, Statement
of Purpose as adopted at the
organizing conference in
Washington, D.C., Oct. 29,
1966.
N.0O.W. was conceived four
months before that date by 28
women — women who were frus—
trated and angry because
they, as delegates to the
Third National Conference of
Commissions on the Status of
Women, were prohibited by the
Administration from passing
resolutions recommending that
the EEOC (Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission) "En—
force its legal mandate to
end sex discrimination."
From this small beginning
a national revolution mush,
roomed, and today there are
N.0.W. members numbering in
the thousands from Maine to
Hawaii, including a chapter
here in Memphis.
Memphis N.0O.W. was
about five years ago
core of 10 or 12 women. The
chapter meets the first Tues—
day of each month at 7:30
p.m. at the First Presbyteri—




Answer to cryptogram on
page
"If a man does not
keep pace with his com—
panions, perhaps it is
because he hears a dif—
ferent drummer."
— Henry David Thoreau
  
Following the national mo—
del, task forces have been
set up to deal with problems
affecting women and their
status.
Because of local concerns
and interests, the Memphis
chapter includes these: em—
ployment rights; reproductive
health; women and health;
rape; marriage, family, and
divorce; image and media; and
sexuality and lesbianism.
The task force on sexuali—
ty and lesbianism was formed
by six women who attended the
Southern Regional Conference
in October, 1974. Johnnette
Shane and Mary Jo Cowart be—
came co—coordinators because
they "were willing to put out
the initial work and put
(their) names on paper."
The function of coordina—
tors does not carry with it
the implication of power or
authority,. Coordinators are
chosen to facilitate communi—
cation and efforts, and their
main purpose is to attend
board meetings and "get the
dirty work done."
Isn‘t it redundant to say
sexuality and lesbianism?
According to Ms. Shane, cal—
ling the task force "sexuali—
ty" would be too easy. Add—
ing "and lesbianism" is a way
for the women‘s movement to
say yes to homosexuality.
The subject of lesbianism
within the women‘s movement
is not just a local concern.
When a split within the move,
ment was threatened in 1970,
a national victory was a—
chieved when feminists, both
gay and straight, banded to—
gether and passed the follow,
ing resolution:
"Be it resolved that
N.0O.W. recognizes the double
oppression of lesbians;
"Be it resolved that a wo—
man‘s right to her own person
includes the right.. to define















the one on sexuality
and lesbianism, which meets
every second Wednesday, is
action oriented.
Current projects include:
a panel of women who will
discuss their personal theo—
logy and homosexuality as an
with a group of Metho—
dists training for work in
urban areas; a radio talk
show appearance by one of two
women; and a questionnaire,
prepared with the aid of a
psychologist, to determine
professional attitudes toward
female sexuality by psychia—
trists, psychologists, thera—
pists, gynecologists. Min—
isters will possibly be in—
cluded at a later date.
Related to the task force
is the C—R (consciousness—
raising) group on sexuality
and lesbianism which meets
every third Wednesday at 7:30
p.m., also at First Presby—
terian.
Both gay and straight wo—
men attend these sessions,
and the number varies from 30
to 60. Each new group of wo—
men tackle the same set of
questions for six months, but
because of diverse personali—
ties, every session has a
distinctive flavor.
Although lesbians are in
the majority to begin with,
it was laughingly stated by
one member that the percent—
age increases even if the
number of women in C—R stays
constant. i
But —this statement has
been documented by various
observers., According to Sid—
ney Abbott and Barbara Love,
co—authors of Sappho Was A
Right—On Woman, the link be—
tween "Feminism and Lesbian—








and strong. Their spirit is
at once warm and angry, and










Episcopalians, has elected a
slate of five national offi—
cers to guide the organiza—
tion which continues its ra—
pid first year of growth.
Co—presidents are James
Wickliff of Chicago and Ellen
Barrett of NYC. Co—vice
presidents are Kate Jones of
California, and Dan Fee of
Boston . Secretary is Bob
Dichm of Chicago. The group
began serving July 1.
Co—officers for the first
two positions were elected
expressly to avoid in fact as
well as in word the. sexism
which pervades our culture,
pointedly by naming a female
and male to each post, ac—
cording to Dr. Louie Crew,
GAY EPISCOPAL FORUM, the
newsletter of Integrity, re—
cently published a special
lesbian issue +—edited by Ms.
Barrett, and lesbian material
is conspicuous in all issues
of FORUM. The Episcopal
Church in the United States
has been in great turmoil re—
cently over the controversial
ordination of the Philadel—
phia Eleven, the .women or—
three bishops of
last summer. .— IN—
TEGRITY: is anxious not: to .up—
stage the women in. the ef—
forts to address their op—
pression at the next General
Convention in Minneapolis, in
1976, said Dr. Crew.
INTEGRITY began October,
1974, as an abolitionist gay
newsletter, by founder and
‘still editor Dr. Crew, in




in January and now has a full
range of services, includirig
speakers‘ bureau, literary
publication, TV, and video—
tape ministries, a mail coun—
seling service. The group
has been strongly supported
by DIGNITY, MCC, and gay cau—
cuses of other religious




GRITY can be obtained by wri—
ting the national office, 701
Orange St., Fort Valley, Ga.
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will protest, and
women now prevalent in the
stitutions.







"In the interests of the human
endeavor to change, the false image of
mass media, and in the texts,
ceremonies, laws, and practices
Such images perpetuate contempt for women by
society and by women for themselves.
"We are similarly opposed
college, factory, or office —
guise of protectiveness, not only deny op—
foster
evasion of
in their own abilities and foster con—
—— ——from N.0O.W, Statement of Purpose,
dignity of women, we
of our major social in—









(Cont from page 1)
The action was prompted byan order issued by Raymond K.Procunier, then director ofcorrections, which prohibited‘the MCC from holding worshipservices in any Californiaprison.
The defendant claimed thatMCC worship would lead toviolence in prisons, and thatministers have no rights tohold services in prisons.
The plaintiffs argued thatMCC preaches against violenceand that gay worship at Atas—cadero State Hospital trig—gered no incidents,. Also,they argued that denial ofthe. right to participate inreligious services violatesthe first, eighth, and 14th‘amendments,
Accord _; to the court‘s
decisio e state of Calif—
ornia — now —have to bear
the burden of proving that
MCC services are harmful and
detrimental to the prison‘s
order and discipline.
After hearing of the deci—
sion, the Rev. Joseph _Gil—
bert, one of the MCC clergy
plaintiffs, was quoted as
saying:
"This opens a whole new
era in MCC prison ministry.
What the state would not per—
mit can now be done to the
glory of God.,"
Other clergy plaintiffs
were the Rev,. James Sandmire,
the Rev. Ralph ~Gordon, ‘ and







tragically last month in two
separate accidents.
Anna Mitchell was killed
in —an automobile accident
early in July. Gary Hendrix
and Kenny Holley drowned in a
swimming accident July 7.
Ms., Mitchell was owner of
a local gay lounge, the Fox,
which operated in 1969. Her
car was involved in a traffic
accident at Cleveland and
Peach,. Physicians have sug—
gested that the accident was
likely related to a stroke or
heart attack.
Hendrix and Holley died in.
an attempt to save another
member of their swimming par—
ty on Engineer‘s Sandbar in
Arkansas.
Hendrix, of Memphis, was
an employee of Fred Montesi,
South.
Holley, of Pulaski, was a
student at Memphis State and
was scheduled to graduate
this month.
Correction
GAIETY apologizes for in—
accurately reporting the a—
mount raised last year for
National Association of Re—
tarded Children and Adults.











A COMPLETE LINE OF WATERBED FRAMES FROM $30 TO $600
10% Discount with this Ad| At our new Cooper
ONLY
196 S. COOPERAcross , from Strings & Things
and High Cotton
610 S. HIGHLAND
Beginning our Fifth Year
,. OFFER GOOD THRU AUC. 20
EVER
 
OLDEST HEAD SIMP IN MEMPH!
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF
MILDTOWM‘S FINEST SMOKIN
SHOP AND WATERBED STORE






lady Rae Crowned "011.93 B. ),"
Over 120 persons crowded
into B.J.‘s Cabaret June 18
to see Lady Rae, one of Mem—
phis‘ newest drag performers,
selected Miss  B.J, 1975 at
the second annual contest.
Lady Rae was presented the
Gwen Award and was crowned by
Liz, Miss B.J. 1974.
Flrst runner—up to the ti—
tle was won by Laura Lee
Love, followed by Meredity as
second runner—up. Sandy Dale
was voted Miss Congeniality.
Winning the trophy in the
talent category was Laura.






Trophies were given in all
categories.




sports wear; evening gowns;
makeup; hair; poise; talent.




from Memphis: Waiti Hopper,
J. Richardson, Virgil Patton,
Michael Well; and from New
Orleans, La.: Nischa Benovia.









about the audience‘s turn—out
and response. "I‘m so happy
— it‘s one of the biggest
gatherings of gay people in a
long time,"
Page 3 — GAIETY
Integrity Meets in Chicago
Integrity, a gay Episcopal




Aug., 8—10 at the Cathedral of
‘St. James in Chicago. ‘
Dr. Norman Pittenger, Cam—
bridge theologian, will ad—
dress the gathering at a spe—
cial open session Saturday,
Aug. 9, and will preach at
Sunday morning s sung euchar—
ist.
The agenda for the three
day meeting includes workshop
/pamels; special women‘s ses—
sions; business; and a "so—
cial/night-on-the-town," in
addition to daily mass.
Topics suggested for dis—
cussion cover a variety of







far?; women, gay women, and
growing old gay; permanent
gay relationships; sex and
the single gay; counseling
each other in a crisis; pro—
blems of gay parents; minis—
tering to gays on campus ;
gays in the seminaries; gay
priest/parish priest?; and
starting a local chapter.
Dr, Louie Crew, associate
professor of English at Fort
Valley (Gar) — State College
and editor of FORUM (Integri—
ty‘s monthly newsletter), has
sent invitations to all bish—
all deans of Church
schools urging their support
and attendance. Leaders in
other gay groups and denomin—




past for < registration (July
21), interested gay Episcopa—
lians may want to investigate
the possibilities of attend—
ing by writing to: INTEGRITY
[Chicago, P.0. Box 2516, Chi—
cago, I1. 60690.
The registration fee is
$12 per person, and this in—
cludes the box lunch at Sat—
urday s open meeting, the
Founder‘s Banquet on Saturday
night, and the brunch/meeting
on Sunday, plus a quantity of
give—away literature.




85,230 (4%) and 106,537 (5%)
gay communicants within the




The fact of a person‘s ho—
mosexuality will no longer be
sufficient reason for denying
him or her federal employ—
ment, according to a ruling
July 3 by the Civil Service
Commission.
Although several court de—
cisions have been won prior
to this ruling, no action was
taken by the government until
these guidelines were issued.
Homosexuality may be cited
as a reason for dismissal or
refusal to hire only if a
"rational connection" may be








Reflecting Gay Life in the South
Published monthly by the Gali Company,





GAIETY welcomes ,. manuscripts from its readers, but will
not return unsolicited material unless accompanied by a
stamped, self—addressed envelope. GAIETY reserves the
right to edit material to fit space requirements and to
meet editorial standards. Views expressed in columns
and letters do not necessarily represent the attitude
and opinion of GAIETY.
Names and/or pictures of any person, organization, or
business appearing in GAIETY should not be interpreted
as an indication of the sexual preference of that per—






"A GAY NEWSPAPER IN MEMPHIS? CRAZY!"
It all started as a great experiment. Does Memphis want
a gay newspaper? Would the Memphis gay community support a
gay newspaper? Could a few of us put out a gay newspaper
without losing our sanity completely?
Now, one issue later, you are entitled to a progress re—
port. Yes, Memphis wants a gay newspaper. We have received
a lot of encouragement and positive reaction to GAIETY.
GAIETY is not a gossip rag....it‘s not a porno sheet....it‘s
a newspaper, and we think it‘s a top notch newspaper. No
less than what Memphis deserves.
The gay community has already shown a lot of support for
GAIETY. For example, volunteers. We‘ve had several people
to offer help, and a few of them have actually carried
through, But it‘s going to take more. More people willing
to work. And I mean really WORK, It‘s no play job to pub—
lish a newspaper. It takes dedication and a lot of
hours, Do you believe strongly enough in GAIETY to help?
GALILETY needs financial support. If every issue were sold
GAIETY might come close to breaking even. Tell your friends
....encourage them, no, coerce them, to buy a copy., GAIETY
needs regular readers., Why not subscribe? That way we know
where we stand. You receive a regular copy each month in a
plain, brown envelope, and no one will know except you and
GATIETY,
Is your favorite bar advertising in GAIETY? If so, tell
them that you appreciate it. ‘Cause that‘s what makes the
whole thing financially possible. If not, ask them to.
Here you have GAIETY number two. — Many people thought it
would never happen. To those doubting Thomases, we respect—
fully dedicate this issue.
As to our collective sanity,
all, how can you lose
pot it, Memphis, and
too.
the question is moot. After
what you never had? GAIETY....you‘ve
we‘re proud. of it.
—
Hope you like it
— GP
Remembering One Friend
I knew Gary Hendrix. Not as well as some, but better
than many. Gary was a beautiful person in many ways. He
was alert, intelligent, and above all, sensitive, He was
sensitive to the needs of others; perhaps because of the ma—
ny unfulfilled needs in his own life.
Gary Hendrix was a nondescript person.
unable to recall his face.
phis gay community will be
Many people will
be But without a doubt, the Mem—




(2A Raven IT‘S S30 DEP&RESSING .... 1
CAN‘T STAND ITI
long.






appointed you to monitor the morals of those who
these, a judge in West Memphis,
sentenced a man to three months in the Crit—
tendon County jail for assaulting three sunbathers at Engi—
neers Beach in late June.




have simply gone elsewhere.
This trial
gays, both because
The man, along with several oth—
sunbathers
claiming
"fondling each other" and taking offense.
with baseball bats and
see several nude males
In announcing his
to
noted that the "offended" party had no
in the beach and could — and should —
and ruling represent real progress for local
of the decision itself and, equally im—
portant, the willingness of the victims to risk possible re—
criminations and demand justice under the law.
The
one.
victory, it should be stressed, is only a partial
The de facto three month sentence the judge ultimately
in sad contrast to the deserved two year
term which was initially meted out and then suspended. Also,
the district
to seek out and
participated in the
Nor should the











attorney who prosecuted the case has declined
file charges against the other hoods who
decision be interpreted as an invitation
nudity and public affection at Engineers
are excellent that Arkansas authorities
an extra—stern eye on the area for irre—
in Memphis may take some satisfaction
unprovoked attacks on local homosexuals, any more than
be allowed to pass completely
— FH
Page 4 — GAIETY
Gaiety Reader Responds, to First Ossue....
Dear Gary & Staff:
Congratulations and a
hearty "well done!" on your
first issue, GAIETY has the
potential to become a truly
important and in—
strument in our community!
Integrity is an elusive
quality in many gay publica—
tions, especially those of
primarily local or regional
interest; however, the diver—
sity of issue number one as—
sures me that GAIETY will be—
come a respected addition to
the gay community.
It is my sincere hope that
you will explore the reasons
why Memphis lacks gay orient—
ed religious organizations or
church; gay political action
groups; and groups to promote
gay awareness and gay pride.
Hopefully GAIETY will be—
come the catalyst for action
toward solving these and oth—
er problems plaguing the gay
community in Memphis and the
mid— South.
Be assured I intend to
urge all my friends to join




On Aug. 5, 1974, the life
of one of my dearest friends,
Barbara J. Strauch, was ta—
ken, This brief letter is
just to remind all who knew
her that her memory, so
young, stays in my heart, and
I hope in the hearts of all
who knew and loved her.
In loving memory,
D, Wimbley
"....and remember, my senti—
mental friend: that a heart
is not judged by how much you
love, but by how much you are
loved by others."
— Wizard of Oz
THE CLOSEE PGR
ILL BET NOBOYHAS ERT... SPEND THE Rest oF my
FELT LukE THS,
WHAT AM 1 gorna bo@§
  











Realizing that a novel a—
bout love between two men can
be beautiful and meaningful,
and not just another porno
book, is the first step to—
wards appreciation for and
enjoyment of The Front Run—
ner. The book, written by
Patricia Nell Warren, is a
first class look inside a gay
relationship.
It seemed at first unlike,
ly that a woman who professes
to be "straight" could have
such insight as to how a man
could feel towards another
man. But I found myself com—
pletely drawn into the book.
When I finished it six and
one half hours later, I had
experienced every emotion I
knew existed — and a few I
didn‘t know about.
The Front Runner is the
story of two very different
people who fall in love: Har—
lan Brown, once a big time
track coach at a large uni—
versity who was fired because
of a vicious rumor, and Billy
Sive, a top notch track star
thrown out of another large
college for his openly gay
life.
~Both have come to Prescott
College because of its very
liberal nature., From their
very first meeting, Harlan
was attracted to Billy, but
would neither admit it to
himself, nor to Billy.
When they do discover the
attraction is mutual, howev—
er, the ball still rolls
‘ owly., The two lovers are
faced with many hardships....
Imagine t snorts world‘s
reaction ey plan to
announce publicly their wed—
ding plans.
To delve deeply into the
story line would ruin your
pleasure, so you‘ll just have










But the most wonderful
thing about this book is love
is written with
compassion and realism.
race Billy runs, the
feels as though he is
right along side of
time Harlan and
we feel it inside
— true love — one for —the
other, Every gay person won—
ders if he can really find
love, a love that is not just
sex, but peaceful and grow—
ing. Billy and Harlan have
found it.
Ms., Warren tells this sto—
ry from the heart, not the
bedroom, and it is quite an
achievement. It‘s a marve—
lous, wonderfully warm book
everyone, straight or gay,
should read., A love story to
end all love stories — a love
story many will wish were
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Ark. Trial Testimony Bares Bigotry!
by Fred Harris
A tale of cruelty, courage,
and the clash of values un—
folded in a West Memphis
courtroom July 16 as wit—
nesses described events be—
fore and during the Engineer‘s
Beach attack. >
Appearing for the state
were Dale Daley,Neil Killough,
David Pritchard,Grover Deluca,
Richard Titee,and Stan Perry.
They were followed by the de—
fendant, Cissell Clements,and
three witnesses for the de—
fense.
The first
came about 7:15 p.m.,
witnesses said,
walking across the beach back
to their cars,. Passing a




they heard insults and pro—
fanities being shouted at
them from that direction.
The smaller Memphis group
ignored these unprovoked
taunts, and continued walking
toward their vehicles.
A few minutes later, they
noticed an orange pickup
truck carrying 15 ar 20 men
approaching across the beach.
As the truck drew closer, they
could hear some of its occu—
pants shouting curses and ob—
senities.
appeared to be intoxicated.
_ They saw that some of the
men on the pickup truck were
carrying planks and baseball
bats.
Some of the Memphians, a—
Should View People as More Than ‘Tricks ‘
Dialogue from a recent TV
movie: "I think Ernie would
be a good match for Susan."
‘"But, Mother, Ernie‘s gay."
"Well,she needs cheering up."
We can take pride in our
label if we realize that peo—
ple are much more than the
sum of their tricks. In a
best—seller, How to Win
Friends and Influence People,
six ways
to become well—liked:; showing
sincere interest in others,
‘talking in terms of
concerns, listening, smiling,
remembering names and making
others feel important. He
makes no mention of money or
sex appeal, which the world
says will make us popular.
A person can be happy al—
most anywhere, Some say Mem—
phis is dull or dead. But
listen to Lincoln: "Most
are about as happy as
they make up their minds to
be As for Memphis, we should
be thankful for our meeting
places. They haven‘t always
been here. In the bars, do
we speak to strangers and
"old faces" even if they are
not raving beauties? A kind
word to people who look lone—
some might be the high point
of their day — and the giver
feels good in return.
What do we talk about over
our beer? There are the
pleasant subjects, like
clothes, hairstyles, music
and who‘s cuteé. But what a—
bout public issues that af—
fect us? This newspaper can
spur our thoughts and help us
improve our lives.
Quoting Ms, Laura Hoffman
in the July GAIETY:; "Togeth—
er we have all the potential
for a truly integrated front
with unity of purpose." She
was talking about male and
female gays. But let us not
forget the need for unity
among all Memphians.
It is likely that blacks
find friendlier faces in gay
bars than in other white op—
erated bars. Both blacks and
gays are minorities. The gay
bars are located in the most
their.
integrated section of Memphis
(Midtown) ,and many gays live
in Midtown.
Chances are, having life
styles that are tagged abnor—
mal, we have examined our—
selves in great detail. And,
while we are not perfect in
ridding ourselves of preju—
dice, we can lead Memphis in
the direction of harmony.
A recent letter printed by
the Commercial Appeal noted
that, in terms of per capita
income; Memphis is "the poor—
est big city in America...be—
cause its people are the
richest in hate."
Let‘s show Memphis it does
not have to be this way. If
we expect goodness in human
relations, " and
each situation by itself, the
results will mostly be good.
(The writer of this column,
who wishes to be anonymous,
welcomes reader opinion.
Please address your comments
to GAIETY, P,0. Box 3620,
Memphis, Tn. 38103.)
Many of the riders
if we judge
larmed by the gang‘s appear—
ance, moved towards their
cars,. Others, expecting only
verbal harassment at the most,
stood their ground.
The pickup pulled to a
stop near the Memphians, and
several of its riders jumped
off. Some went up to Mem—
phian Deluca, Earlier, as the
truck had approached, Deluca
had been trailing a small
stick in the sand, When the
truck approached, he dropped
it to the ground, not wishing
to appear hostile.
"You dropped your stick."
one of the gang mockingly
taunted Deluca.
"I don‘t want it anymore,"
Deluca replied.
The other man then struck
Deluca in the face, as his
compatriots watched with a—
musement.
Realizing the danger they
were facing, Deluca yelled
"Runi‘ to his friends. The
Memphians then dashed to
their cars to escape their
numerically superior tormen—
tors,
As the Memphians sought
refuge in their cars, Cissell
Clements and other gang mem—
bers went over to the nearest
vehicle with Shelby County
tags, a Mercury. There, Cle—
ments jabbed the car‘s sleep—
ing owner with a plank, wak—
ing him up and sending him
running for safety.
Then he changed weapons,
several witnesses testified,
and smashed the Mercury‘s
windshield with a baseball
bat.
Seeing this, and fearing
‘similar attacks on their cars,
the horrified Memphians
jumped into their vehicles
to flee the area as quickly
as possible, Deluca, Titee,
and Perry succeeded in escap—
ing and headed out to the
highway to get help. |
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"Doctor. Q Have T his P roblew "





by, Dr. David Gibson
is the pseudonym for a Memphis physician.
will answer as many questions as space per—
have a subject you would like to know more




















Do you feel that sexual fidelity is necessary for
a lasting union of two people?
I think the best answer is that it depends on the
individuals involved., Some people will always
feel that going with others is detrimental, while
others — people who have a different life style
and morals — may consider it an improvement;
feel that variety may help. Going with others
would be disasterous, I think, if one partner
felt they wanted to have some variety and the:
other one didn‘t, And for those mates who agree,
variety can give a spark to a relationship that
has become humdrum.
My lover accuses me of not loving her because I
fantasize about other people and situations. What
do you think?
It‘s not true about not loving someone because
you fantasize about other people and situations.
In fact, this can be helpful in a sexual situa—
tion — unless, of course, the fantasy takes over
and you begin living your fantasy. And, of
course, in that case, you need to have profes—
sional help.
What do the latest studies on masturbation indi—
cate? Are girls finally doing it as much as
guys?
I doubt that girls are doing it as much as guys,
but they are doing it more than they used to, and
getting less inhibited about it.
People used to say masturbation could cause vari—
our things from acne to blindness to insanity.
Isn‘t it pretty well accepted now that the only
detrimental effects are actually caused by guilt
feelings? —
Yes, I don‘t know any physical damage or harm
from masturbation unless it‘s just trauma....
trauma from lack of lubricant and trauma from the
actual masturbating. Of course, the biggest
thing is the detrimental effects from guilt
feelings.






vary with the individual.
about
If you are
an individual who is introverted,
of a closed person anyway, maybe it would
right along with his/her personality. It
would cause no problem. But if they are the op—
posite type person, they may have all kinds of
emotional problems just trying to hide.
Do you think extroverts would be better off psy—
chologically to just live their life freely and
openly?
It seems to me that it would go along better that
way. My experience has been that individuals who
are more discreet in their relationships seem to
be in better emotional health.
Would this be true if society had a different at—
titude toward acceptance of the homosexual?
I‘m sure that would certainly change the situa—
tion.
In relation to that, what do you think about the
emotional health of the person involved in gay
liberation?....a person who marches in the street
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Depends on Persons Involve d
 
Again, it would depend on the individual., If you
are an activist, then you‘re an activist — you
want a change. I wouldn‘t think that would cause
any particular problems, although I haven‘t had
experience with activist people.
Let‘s back up a bit. You‘re saying that for an
introvert it‘s OK to be in the closet?
I‘m saying it would go along with his personality
—his basis personality structure.He would be more
of a closed person.
If a person is severely introverted to
where it would be bad for him,wouldn‘t
the closet be a manifestation of this?




Well, you‘re pretty much the way you are, you
know, Personalities are formed when you‘re young
and if you‘re an introverted type you will likely
stay that way,. Very few people are really severe
one way or the other, but I see what you mean.
Sometimes my breasts are so tender that I can‘t
stand for them to be touched, Instead of plea—
sure, I just feel irritation. Is my reaction
psychological or physical? What can I do about
it?
Well, it could be psychological — that‘s for
sure, I‘d recommend that you go see a doctor to
rule out anything that would be physical. There
are some women who complain about tenderness at
certain times during their menstrual period,
usually toward the end., «But this is not of any
particular significance, Also, there is a normal
variant in the nipples — some women‘s nipples are
much more tender than others, Of course there
are books and films on ways to handle and gently
caress the breast.
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ith me because of my poodle.
lover,
live
‘aude, IL have had Charlotte
or fifteen years, since she
as just a puppy. Roger says
‘e‘s allergic to dog hair,
ut I can‘t bear to part with










Phyllis Diller, star come—
dianne appearing now at the
Hilton Inn—Airport, will have
a special performance Monday,
July 28, at 8 p.m. Profits
from the show, sponsored by
Memphis N.0O.W. will benefit
the Women‘s Resources Center
it 2117 Union.
Tlekets for this perform—
ince, which may be purchased
at the Center, are $10 per
person — and this includes a
champagne reception after—
wards where Ms., Diller will
neet members of the audience.
Since her career began 20




ler has changed her face
(plastic surgery), but not
her image. She is still the
"harried housewife." A new
note has been added, however.
She now brings her love of
serious music into the act,
and her piano will be an add—
ed attraction to her usual,








be held Aug. 31 and
Sept. 1 may pick up en—
try blanks now at the






lotte, and you want to keep
her, why don‘t you keep Char—
lotte in another area of the
house, away from Roger. He
will allow this if he really
loves you. For _god‘s sake
whatever you do, don‘t let
Charlotte have puppies or
you‘ve really had it!
forget the flea collar.
—Maude
DEAR MAUDE, IL have fallen
hard for a guy in another ci—
ty. He has a fantastic job
there and couldn‘t possibly
move. I want to be with him
but I‘m afraid to quit my job,
and move until I‘m sure. He
wants me to live with him
right away. What should I do?
—Memphis Homebody
DEAR HOMEBODY, "Everybody
Loves Somebody Sometime!" My
dear, if you want seriously
to move to another city, line
up work for yourself first
and make the necessary pre—
parations before you go. Get
married to him so you won‘t
be in the city as a lonely
‘Miss Scarlet," all knocked
up! Oh, what life holds, my
sweet! Life is a big gamble
and has to be dealt with,
odds and evens. Good luck




After 50 years, the Guild
Art Theatre at 1705 Poplar
(known until 1957 as .the
Ritz) has closed its doors.
The Guild attracted pa—
trons from various walks of
life — the rich, poor, gay,
straight,aristocrat, hippie —
all of whom found mutual in—
terests in the Marx Brothers,
W.C. Fields, Charlie Chaplin,
American second—runs, and
foreign films.
The Miss Gay Memphis con—
tests were begun at the Guild
in 1969.
According to Bill Kendall,
manager for the past 17
years, the Guild could no
longer withstand financial
difficulties and lack of sup—
port. Union projectionists,
high rent, and utilities were
all factors. Kendall, who
bought the theatre two years
ago, was "forced to sell" in
January.
Kendall is now managing
the old Bristol Theatre at.
3415 Summer Avenue along with
Bill Evans, assistant. They
are in the process of paint—
ing and remodeling, and are
lining up some "oldies": King
Kong; Chaplin‘s King of New
York; Magical Mystery Tour.
Gay nights will feature
such films as Trash, Score,
and — the 1969 Miss Memphis
Pageant.
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Viola Marilyn Misfit
Saturday Evening Cay
Turnabout at Georg e‘s
It was a regular round up
at the "powder puff corral,"
George‘s Theater Lounge, and
they called it Turnabout
Night., There was no scarcity
of good fun when the Saturday
Evening Gay visited George‘s
July 3 for the special 25
cent show.
The scheduled entertain—
ment called for bartenders,
waiters, the cook, and even
George himself to don their
costumes and take to the
stage while the regular per—
formers selected their aprons
and became waitresses. The
result was madcap.
The opener was Marilyn
Misfit (George) telling about
"The Best Thing That Ever
Happened to Me." The lineup
kept getting better and bet—
ter as it went.
With lots of razz—ma—tazz,
Ricki became a flapper doing
Carol Channing‘s famous. "I‘m
a Jazz Baby" from Thoroughly
Modern Millie, Miss Liz rol—
led all three Pointer sisters
into one pack of dynamite to
present "Fairy Tale." Eddie
set us all on our feet with
great renditions of Gladys
Knight and. other soul clas—
sics. .
The belle of the ball was
Viola. The poor dear,
was simply terrified by the
audience that fell in love




with her. Time after time we
called for an ovation, only
to be informed that she was
too scared to return to the
stage, Everyone fell in love
with her genuine, childlike
delivery. Let‘s hope
gets her courage up for ano—
ther try real soon.
she
More numbers followed with
Jerry, Maxine, and Sweets,
The show was topped off with
a comedy number by Marilyn
Misfit that was well worth
waiting for, There‘s some—
thing about her control of
facial expression that makes
for sheer delight.
Turnabout night at
George‘s was an overwhelming
success, Don‘t you miss the
next one, This Memphis ver—
sion. of Major Bowes Original
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Arkansas Trial Testimony —Continued ...
(Continued from page 5)
Daley, Pritchard and Kil—
lough who had climbed into
Killough‘s tiny brown Austin
Marina, were not so lucky.
As Killough, who was driv—
ing, tried to start his car,
Clements and several others
ran up and surrounded the ve—
hicle, Clements then went a—
round to the driver‘s side
and started hitting Killough
with a—plank through the car‘s
open window.At the same time,
several other _geng members
pounded on the car with bats
and other weapons, making
dents and breaking glass.
During Clement‘s attack,
Killough received numerous
cuts and contusions around
the head and shoulders, and
his wire—rimmed glasses were
painfully knocked off., Be—
«cause of these injuries and
Clement ‘s continuing blows
with the plank, Killough was
unable to start the car.
Seeing this, Daley,who was
in the back seat behind Kil—
lough, reached forward and
attempted to roll up the win—
dow, Clements then started
hitting him with the plank
also, bloodying Daley‘s nose
and inflicting numerous cuts
and bruises.
 
     
gand
"Why are you doing this?"
an imncomprehending Daley asked
his assailant.
Clements said nothing, but
instead used his plank to
shatter the side window which
Daley had managed to partial —
ly roll up. Then, having ob—
tained easier access to his
victims inside, he continued
his attack with the club.
After pounding the Austin
and its occupants for several
minutes, the assailants backed
away from the car, climbed on
the pickup and drove off to
another part of the beach., As
soon as this happened, the
bleeding Killough started his
battered Austin and hurried—
ly fled the scene before the
attackers could return.
While this assault was oc—
curring on the beach, Titee,
Perry and Deluca were looking
for help, Unable to find an
Arkansas—lawman, Deluca cros—
sed. the bridge into Memphis
found a Memphis police—
man, J, W, Evans who followed
DeLuca across the river into
Arkansas.
As they turned onto the





the men in the cars, but he
recognized Clements, as the
person who had smashed the
windshield of the Mercury.
Officer Evans ordered Cle—
ments to get out of the car,
and held him until Arkansas
authorities could arrive to
make the arrest. Clements
was later charged with one
count of assault and battery
and one count of malicious
mischief.
Once Clements was in cus—
tody, the Memphians returned
to the beach to help retrieve
the battered Mercury.
On the beach near
scene of the attack, a
ball bat was found. This was
turned over to the Critten—
den County Prosecuting Attor—
ney and later introduced as




During the trial, after
each state witness had testi—
fied about the assault, he
was cross—examined by Cle—
ments attorney, Dale R., Hop—
ner, Hopper pointedly asked
cach witness about his mar—
ital status, and demanded to
know if the witness had been





Hopper also asked each
state witness if he had had
anything alcoholic to drink
on that Sunday,. All six of
the —Memphians replied that
they had not., Three or four
said that they had been sip—
ping Kool—aid.
The defense attorney then
asked the state witnesses if
‘they were sure they hadn‘t
the Memphians re—
they had always
slipped some vodka in their
Kool—aid.
The Memphians








nesses admitted that they had
drunk anywhere from ‘"one or
two beers" to "quite a bit,
probably a sixpack," thus
confirming the Memphians‘
suspicions that some of their
attackers had been intoxicat—
ed.
After all of the prosecut—
ing witnesses had testified,
the defendant Clements, who
had been listening to their
testimony and silently shak—
ing his head, was called to
the stand.
Clements said that he had
come to the beach about noon
with three or so of his
friends, including Bob Webb,
Henry Brown and James Cofer,
They had played footbal for
a while, he stated, and en—
joyed the weekend sun.
About midway inthe after—
noon, Clements said, he not—
iced something that bothered
him very much———a group of
males with no clothes on.
"One or two of them were
nekkid," he told the court,
"and some of the others had
only skimpy bikinis on."
But that wasn‘t all, he
charged.
"Two of them, well, they
was a" fondlin‘ each other."
(Contlnued on page 10)
‘an: MCC church or‘group.: ‘!
MCC Holds Annual
Convention at Dallas
The annual convention o!
the predominently gay Metro—
politan Community Church will
be held in Dallas July 30—
Aug. 3. More than 3,000 per—
sons are expected to attend.
Featured speaker will bt
Elaine Noble, a Boston repre—
sentative in the Massachu—
setts State Legislature an
the first openly gay persor
to be elected to a state of—
fice.
The Rev. Norman Pittenger,
Episcopal theologian fron
Cambridge, Mass., will als
speak.
The international confer
ence, to be held at the Adol—
phus Hotel, will include rep:
resentatives from MCCs aroun
the world, including England
Denmark, and Australia. —Som«
89 MCC ministers are expecte
to be present, including th
Rev. Troy Perry, denominatio
founder.
The Dallas MCCis host fo:
the five—day convention. Wit!
206 members, it is presentl;:
the second largest MCC con—
gregation> in the nation an
one of the fastest growing.
Conference business wil)
include the amending o!
church bylaws and the ordain—
ing of new ministers. Reli—
gious services will be con—
ducted each evening.
Memphis does not yet have
The
nearest congregations are i:




















Jaws‘ Gory, Not for Timid
by Buddy Haynes
Jaws, playing now at the
irk Theatre, is one of those
vies that would seem to be
re realistic than the book.
id it is.
After having read Peter
mchley‘s novel, I was curi—
is as to how the effects
wuld be handled. A film a—
wut shark attacks on human
rings would require a deli—
ite approach, wouldn‘t it?
11, now that I have seen
t, I can tell you about the
(fects.
The advertisements say the
ilm ‘"may be too intense for
unger children." I have
aver considered myself to be
younger child, but it was a
ittle much for my stomach.
Realizing, however, that I
as going to write this re—
iew, I bravely (?) sat
hrough the film with only
NE hand over my eyes....
Shot among island scenery
eautifully reminiscent of
antucket, Jaws is one of the
ost terrifying movies to
ome out of Hollywood today.
his is, perhaps, because the
ubject is not mythical mon—
‘ters and such, but something
ery real — a shark.
._ The story is relatively
‘imple. Fish meets girl —
ish eats girl. Fish meets






lay rarely seen in the south,
vas presented recently in San
ntonio. The San —Antonio
Sountry, a mixed lounge, used
ill local talent to present
this story of individuals —
straight and gay — in their
ituggle to live,.
The —play was presented
ith a "theatre in the round"
‘ormat.
—
Salt tablets and ice
‘ups were distributed at the
loor and the audience was in—
‘ited to participate by wear—
ing only towels.
generally
good, with Richard Dreyfus





real star is 25—
and weighs 6,000
This hunk of grey
flesh is simply called "the
fish," It leaps out of the
water, turns over boats, and
does all sorts of nasty
things.
Admittedly, the film re—
lies a good bit on shock ef—
fects, but the effects work
nicely, and that is the im—
portant part.
Based on Benchley‘s screen
play and directed by Steven
Spielberg, Jaws will keep you
on the edge of your seat for




The 10th General Synod of
the United Church of Christ
which convened last month in
Minneapolis, Minn., opted for
eight alternatives after a
division studied proposals on
civil liberties for homo—
sexuals.
Delegates, chosen at ran—
dom,were selected to focus on
various areas of social ac—
tion and reform, and then
bring their recommendations
to the General Synod.
Action from the Synod may
take the form of approval,
rejection, or, as in the case
of gay civil rights, one or
more alternatives may be
proffered.
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GEORGE ‘S: DANCING,
BEER, SET— UPS
After one year of serving
mixed drinks, George‘s Thea—
tre Lounge at 1786 Madison
has permitted its liquor 1i—
cense to expire,.
George explained that the
heavy taxes made serving li—
quor unprofitable, He added
that many people bring their
own bottles anyway.
Gays move from bar to bar,
he said, and if they carry a
bottle to one place, they‘l1l
carry it all night.
Hours also have been
changed at George‘s. Now
they‘ll stay open until 4 or
5 on Friday and Saturday
nights with dancing to a live
band after the regular shows.
“Doctor, I have This Problem‘ — Continued
Question — How can a person
prolong an erection to de—
lay orgasm?
Answer — The squeeze tech,
nique used nowadays is to
be recommended., This is a
technique where you have 
Crypt
A cryptogram is a message
written in code, Once a
letter has been substitu—
ted for another, it re—
mains constant, e.g., a
"g" will not be used for




"RIL B 2ZBY EXJP YXO VJJW
WBFJ HROM MRP FXZWBYRXYP,
WJSMBWP RO RP AJFBLPJ MJ
MJBSP B ERILIJSJYO ESLZ—
ZJS."
— MJYSC EBKRE OMXSJBI




your mate squeeze your pe—
nis at the junction be—
tween the shaft and the
glans of the penis right
at the point of orgasm.
Question — Is the
maintained? erection
Answer _— Some, yes. This
is the technique written
about by Masters and John—
son. It‘s used to treat.
people with premature e—
jaculation — people who
just can‘t wait. If you
have a severe problem with
premature ejaculation —
where just the mere touch
will bring on orgasm —
maybe you could benefit by
treatment with a sex ther—
apist or psychiatrist ....or a lot of practice in
behavior modification.




it was not VD, and he had
prescribed an ointment.
But the condition keepsrecurring.
Answer — I would. say, re—turn to your doctor. —Some
ointments work on some
. people and not on others,
Maybe you should try a
different one. Also, I
might add, there is a con—
dition, with which I‘ve
had experience, where a
rash on the penis produces
a culture which is non—
pathogen., In other words,
antibiotics woul d not
work. But these rashes
are self—limiting — they
go away on their own in








Answer __— No, I don‘t think
they would be., It is my
opinion that the cause is
probably the contact of
the penis with a few drops
of urine in the briefs.
Question — If that‘s the case
. would it help just to wash
the penis every time I
urinate?
— Yes. Cleanliness —
this particular rash
the best way to deal
it. Since the cause
non—pathogen, and we
don‘t know any particular
disease that it causes,
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Long, Hot
by W, Dale Kennedy
(Readers having specific
questions regarding future
world news may address them
to W. Dale Kennedy, c/o
CAIETY, P.O. Box 3620, Mem—
phis, Tn,. 38103, As many
questions will be answered
as space permits.)
The earliest records ex—
Arkansas
(Continued from page 8)
Another male couple was "lay—
ing around on each other, do—
ing things that two normal
males wouldn‘t do,"
"What they were doin‘
n"t right,"
After observing this scene,
Clements testified, he went
over to the nude sunbathers,
to politely ask them to "quit
doin‘ what they was doin‘,"
dress, and move down
—
the
beach. They refused, he said
incredulously, and instead
claimed that they had as much
right to be there on the
beach as anyone.
"A little later," Clements
‘added, "a truck | approached
behind me, people _ started
shoutin‘ and glass started
breakin‘." He then denied
that he had hit anyone, beat
on any cars or even seen what
had happened.
was—
"IL was with some people
from Mississippi," he said.
At this point, Crittenden
County Prosecuting Attorney
James Hale Jr. interrupted to
ask Clements if he had not
privately admitted to Deputy
Sherriff Jim Robertson that
he, Clement, had "whupped the
hell out of them."
Clement
oath from the stand, at which
‘Robertson promptly indicated






that he had been
with only three or so friends
statement
_ that afternoon. Recalling
Clements testimony that he
had played footbal «earlier
in the afternoon, he pointed,





fronted with the bat found at
KATIE VAUGHAN
AT BAPTIST HOSPITAL
Katie Vaughan, co—owner of
Psych—Out, has spent the
last month in Baptist Hospi—
tal, Room 1415,
Ms, Vaughan is recovering
from surgery due to a serious
illness. Her condition is
listed as "fair."
According to her family,








Summer Seen for City,
tant indicate that astrology
was first used for statecraft
purposes. In keeping with
this tradition, the following
seasonal predictions are
based on the charts of the
summer solstice and the Aug—
ust lunation and plenilunium.
Nationally, the summer of




will continue to be intemper—
ate across much of the United
the scene of the attack, he
denied having seen it unt11
the trial.
Finally, Clements admitted
that he was not sure the peo—
ple who he was charged as as—






mony, witnesses for the de—
fense were called. The first
of these was Henry Brown.
Brown said that he had been
with Clements that afternoon
and had also seen the nude
males on the beach.
"They were nekked," he
drawled, "a doin‘ things that
men shouldn‘t do!"
Brown said that neither he
nor Clements had been in—
volved in the attack but that
"people just came from every—
where and we left.,"
Also testifying for the
defense was Bob Webb, who had
also been at the Engineers‘
beach with Clements, He too,
claimed to have observed nude
males sunbathing, along with
others in "teenie, bikini—
type panties." He admitted
though, that he couldn‘t spot
any —of the nude fondlers
among the state witnesses in
court.
"They look different with
their clothes on," he said.
Webb admitted that he,like
Clement, had. asked. some of
the nude sunbathers to leave
the beach, He denied any in—
volvement by either of them
in the attacks, however. He
saw the initial window break—
ing, he conceded, but decided




of testimony by all persons
involved in the case, the
witnesses were called back
into the courtroom. During
the trial, they had been re—
quired to stay outside, so
that they couldn‘t hear and
be influenced by each other‘s
testimony.
When everyone was seated,
Judge Fairley said that the
state‘s witnesses had been
very convincing as to proof
and that their testimony had
been quite definate on the
to 1 year in
. months of the malicious
States, with widespread thun—
derstorm activity and intense
heat., This heatwave will be
pernicious, exceeding that to
which we are normally accus—
tomed.
Following a wet spring,
drought conditions will cause
severe crop damage — and in
the mid—South, — this damage
will be abetted by alternat—
ing drought conditions and
sudden, intense storm activi—
Testimony Concluded
involvement in
the attacks. He then said
‘that if Clements had been of—
fended by what he saw on the
beach, he should have moved
to another section of the
beach, Noting that Clements
had no propriety interest in
the real estate involved, the
judge questioned who had ap—
pointed him to monitor the
morals of those using the
sandbar.
He then sentenced Clements
the county jail
and a $250 fine on the mal—
icious mischief charge and 1
year and $200 on the assault
and battery charge. These
sentences were to run consec—
utively (one after the other)
rather than concurrently (both
at the same time), the judge
added.
A minute later though,
Judge Fairley said he would





chief term and the $250
if the defendant would
full restitution to his
tims for the damage and in—
jury he had inflicted upon
them and their property, He
would not be released from
jail until he had fully com—
plied with this stipulation.
Clements‘ bond was set at
$2,500 on — each count if the
defendant wished to appeal
the decision.
And then court was ad—
journed. The trial —lasted
two and a half hours, and
outside, an evening hrceze
was wafting across the Arkan—
sas delta town, It was July





The scene is stormy poli—
tically as well. Keep you!
eyes on Washington, wher:
demonstrations, partially in—
spired by a rise in patriot
ism will make headlines. Th
conservative element will b
prominent at this time as th:




fires, and explosions sugges




riots. This danger is emin
ent in D.C., but likely to b
nationwide in its effect. An
Memphis will not be left ou
of the action. A sharp in
crease in crimes of violence
can be expected here in lat
August,
A religious revival wil
soon accompany the rise i;
patriotism, and religious en





from Washington to help th
economy will certainly hav.
results, but not desirabl,
By late August it wil‘
be apparent that the polic:
is a mistake, but it will b«
too late to prevent misfor—
tune.
In Memphis the summer i:
troublesome because of th
general economy, agricultural





«rings high mortality — the
d. __. of a prominent local
figure, and an increase i:
Late August bring:
an L.. ~ in both crime an
questionable police activity
Due to the way the acci—
dent aspects strike Memphis
expect a headline—making en—
gineering accident. Globally.
the same aspects stimulat:
earthquake activity,.
In the first half of Aug
ust there are rumors tha‘!
Memphis may recover from th.
magnolia malady as more loca
people begin to exhibit ex
treme attitudes of self as
sertion. This is connecte:
with, the religious/patrioti«
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Astrology
« personality study — forecast
— chart comparison + rectification
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for the loan of
B.J;
Confidential to Tillie Type—
writer: we hope you like the
new "elite" GAIETY. G —& L.


























Bette, you‘re a Super Sappho.
Thanks for all your help. L.
Editor‘s note: Show us that
you love us — buy GAIETY,
Congratulations to the unnam—
ed blonde who stripped in the
Psych—Out Monday night. At
least you proved that you had
the balls.
Jean in Seattle. I‘m glad I
had the courage to finally
confront" you., (<~It‘s great to
have anaunt who‘s cool. Gary
Sandy George just got married
again — let‘s all throw Min—
ute Rice! _
Dear Rose, Blanche, Evelyn,
Carlotta & Widow "B" — If you
don‘t get over it, you‘ll get
under it!? Take a drano cock—
tail & call me when you read
this — Ms. "M".
and Joe are
Fred.
Randy — Hope you
solid in Pa. now.





To T. in Dellas,
Mike.
All my love
® e ® ®
Ken, I still want to make an
honest woman out of you.
L love you, Mama. BCJ‘
To Tim — Cher hasn‘t always
‘een yours., D.L.J. ‘
Peter and Pat: thongh the
niles separate us, I‘ll always
remember you, F.P.
Clarhl-‘Jult want to thank
you for being a friend and
for being you, — Mother H.
So, you don‘t like hollandaise
but you‘re as sweet
cream cake.
Lynn,:I‘m cheering for you to
zthe "great race." Shakey.
 
# ”lyifihbtpttaiity:“'5eeyou~
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August to be Excitin





A beauty and a mystery,
and create in us such love
and reverence from _afar,
That fortune, fame, power,
life, have named themselves
a star.
= from Lord Byron‘
ChildeHarold‘s






les of the gay
Deceivingly —the
week begins with the favor»
able aspect of Mercury trine
Uranus . Harmonious conver—
sation will prevail —between
Aug. 1 and 4, ideas will be
conceived that will lay the
groundwork for the struggle
to follow from the fourth
forward on the domestic
scene as the Moon enters LEO
Aug. 6.
The trouble will stem from









cause a struggle between
many gays and their parents
authorities,. or will build
pressure within through Aug.
3 only to explode on ‘the
evening of Aug. 7 in quar—
rels and fighting.
Many gay lovers will find
themselves in for a shock,
especially if their lovers
are LEO and/or LIBRA. For
many, sleep will not cccome
easy that night.
° After thoughts will
inner disturbances into
wee hours of the morning.
Beginning with
week, Aug, 8 — 15, universal
influences combine with lunar
influences to emphasize this
transitional phase of changes.
cause
The lunar aspect of Moon sex—
tile (in good aspect) to Ura—
nus sets the mood for a week—
end of changes and surprises
of abeautiful nature. This















This weekend, Aug. 2:10,
the catch should be good if
you follow the beauty of the
evening, more so if you are
a VIRGO,
Saturday, Sunday and Mon—
day, Aug. 9,10,11, will find
many new Ellendshlps solidi—
fying into love affairs as
the moon enters LIBRA, —Espe—
¢ially advisable is an ou t—
planned for the after—
of Aup,IL followed by
























other activities uo t in
picayune —quarrelings. These
disagreements need not be in—
dicated by the Moon‘s en~—
trance into SCORPIO and MARS,
the ruler of SCORPIO in bad
aspect to Uranus.
The morning ‘of
will be important to SCOR—
PIOS, They may find them—
selves presented with a token
of appreciation for past
work.
That you might act wisely
in the evening, as the moon
enters SAGITTARIUS, don‘ t
make more out of the gift
than intended.
Universal influences domi—
nate the third week, Aug.
10—16, as they combine with
solar influences to color
the personalities of those
persons into » gay
15 is a day for
his or her‘ own
consideration to control of
monetary spending. If we
find our wish greater than
our capacity to obtain it,
cast it aside as the moon is
conjunct Neptune. Aug., 17—
18, we can expect a coming
together on intellectual
grounds where love and
friendships are concerned.
Self control is the. key
word Aug. 20, a highly ex—
plosive — day starting with
Moon in poor aspect to Ura—
nus as it enters the sign
ruled by Uranus, AQUARIUS.
Tempers are likely to flare
in the evening, and words
will be spoken hastily if
restraint is not used. Wed—
‘nesday and Thursday, Aug.
20—21, things will be
brought to light that will
explain the erupted vio—
lence,. The sun will sextile
Saturn and Uranus trine Moon
before entering PISCES the
evening of Aug. 21.
The remainder
month will be under
unfavorable aspects
versal influence.
Mars will <be a
inate agitator in arguments
Aug.. 22, 24, 27, 28, 30. This
will be true for those coup—"
les .. who. ,., are,; GEMINI—VIRGO,
GEMINI—LIBRA, and GEMINI— SAG-
‘ITTARIUS.
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g, Stargazer Says
er introspectively as aspects
Aug, 31 find the reuniting of
hands in friendship Moon
trine Uranus and a night en—













— from Perey Bysshe Shelluy‘
The ‘frm basa ¢ C
TheTwoSpirits:_AuAllggory
Louwr! Woman‘s Guide
Io be Published Soon
The Women‘s Resources Cen—
ter is compiling a Memphis,
women‘s directory which is
expected to be published by
the middle of August.
Listings will be both al—
phabetical (name, address,
phone) and by occupation. Al—
phabetical classification is
$2; longer listings range
from $5 for three lines to
$180 for a full page ad.
Women who would like to be
included should contact the
Center at 2117 Union Ave. or




















All women are invited,
whether
—
or not they are
N.0.W. members.‘ Invitations
will be sent particularly to
those who participated in
‘‘Mutuality" at MSU last year.
Everyone should bring her
own picnic lunch. Soft drinks
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